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To tell the fact,all of us now are almost death penalty planet prisoners due to the
possible climate catastrophe(by huge methane eruption in Arctic)
Arctic).In order to overcome
the unprecedental crisis,we must take united global actions against the crisis.
Therefore,at first,we should veryfy and correct our recognition on the world.
ＰＡＲＴ１::The Recognition Ploblem on the World(Logic).
A man would take their actions due to their ideology(the recognition on the world).All
of peace and war has been due to the ideology.Mankind history has been contineous
and tremendous efforts for establishing an ideolgy due to theism(atheism) and science
on nature and sociology.Very unfortunately for all of us,the confusions of this world
is due to that of ideologies.Hereupon author(physicist)happned to encounter decisive
proofs which could settle those confusion.His mission is to report those to you.
At first you feel it bother,but you should do with some patience and generocity.
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf

A Truth is Unique Realization in past and in future).
⑴A Tuth is Provable (A
Non Contradictioness
Contradictioness(A ａｎｄ ｎｏｔ A never simuletaneously can be realized ) in this World
World.
You never can see double image realization of ”Ａ” and ”not Ａ”in this material
world.As a decisive fact,a realization(fact=truth) is unique in past or in future.
Following very important theorem (ＣＴ) states essence of above mentioned facts.
This was proposed as Completeness Theorm(CT) by the logician K.Goedel(1929).
A genuine "true" could be confirmed by everyone by evrytime and everyplace.
A definition of "ture" is just above statement-itself(universal common recognition).
Then a kernel in proof is called tautology which means "self-evident".
Pragmatical View Point.
⑵Pragmatical
In politcal debates,a defeater who is against truth used to say that,in this world,
liberty of speech and writing must be secured.Then debaters must consent in preceeding
debate that truth is always unique.Certainly information incompleteness(as is usual)
enforces many possibilities.However as it is,the probality value is unique.More
detail could be seen in later.
Summary to tell,
a decent truth is always unique,whether it be decisive or probalitical.
Or in other word,there is a possible best option in any difficult situation.

⑶In this World,there are Probabilitical Phenomena(Incompleteness Theorem(IT)).
Goedel presented also the IT(1931)which declare that there is incomplete proposition
that can be proved to be neither true nor false.However,very unfortunately,this
theorem had caused confusional interpetation that,in this world,there is something
that could not be in scinece(＝recognition tool for true or false).But those real
appearence is that a cause could be unique,but results could be many possibility
(statistical theory≡ST).Even though,the probability value is unique.This is the
foundation of statistical science.
Summary to tell,
a decent truth is always unique,whether it be decisive or probalitical.
Or in other word,there is a possible best estimation in any probabilitical situation,
which is caused from "information loss(incompleteness)".
example-1:the worst case of nothing information is equi-probability distribution.
Each face realization{1,2,3,4,5,6} of dice is 1/6.

≡NT).
example-2:About on "incompleteness" of Natural Number Theory(
Theory(≡
N≡{0,1,2,3,.....,M-1,M,M+1,.....∞}.Then could you tell the maximum number in N ?
If you could tell it M,but M＜(M+1) is also a natural number.It is called infinity,
which is indefinite as you can confirm.Let's imagine{1,1/2,1/3,1/4,..,1/M,...}≡Z
Can you tell the minimum rational number in Z ?.If you tell non-zero number as z
＝1/M＞0,but 1/M＞1/(M+1).It must be "0＝1/∞(？)".Then can you tell ∞.No,...!!
Zero is definte as 0(nothing),but is simuletaneously indefinte due to "0＝1/∞".
You must carefully note that real number zero＝1/∞ is nothing,but simuletaneously
is indefinite due to ∞.You never can tell it nothing which is indefinte !!!.
Thus note that "nothing" is contradictional(nothing and also none-nothing).
Note indefiniteness is information loss,which is to introduce probaility.
Is there a real evidence ??.Yes the size of elementary particle is zero !!.
Such particle behaviour(quantum dynamics)is described by statistical theory
theory.
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
Proof-on-God.pdf:
⑷Proof-on-God.pdf:
http://www.777true.net/Proof-on-God.pdf
Author-himself was Buddhist(atheism?) in the past,but now have become theism due to
the discovery,but not by being preached by any belivers.Strictly telling,chap[０]
is rather difficult for amateures.Though you should be convinced by your friends who
know mathematics.

The Recognition Ploblem on the World(M
an as social being in the nature
ＰＡＲＴ２:The
World(Man
nature))
Necessity of Reconciliation of "Religion and Socialism" as Social Righteousness
⑴Necessity
Righteousness..
The aim of part1 is overcoming fatal conflicts between theism and atheism,and
simuletaneously between religion and science.Atheism in leftism(Marxism)and
former "Godless science" must be overcomed by theism the science.Religion is not
narcotism,but genuine for co-surbiving(the prophecies).Anti-communism by the threat
of "Godless communism"in religion world also must be overcomed by accepting ideolgy
for co-surbiving.After all,now world is devidened by

(truth
order for co-living) and by Atheism
(anti-truth
disorder for war).
⑵Theism
Theism(truth
(truth＝order
Atheism(anti-truth
(anti-truth＝disorder
Theism
Theism：God≡allmighty being

Atheism
Atheism：those against God.

AFFIRMATIVE(
AFFIRMATIVE(≡１))

NEGATIVE(
NEGATIVE(≡０))
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⑶The Secret of Russian Revolution and The New World Order(NWO)
Order(NWO).
The New World Order(NWO) by the dammned is precedent conspiracy for contaminating
the global unite of people for emergent rescue against the planet crisis⑺.
Now NWO has been being condemned by many people,because its intention is global
people's slave-nization with technetronics fascism by the dammned tyrany.
http://apocalipsetotal.wordpress.com/2009/07/22/o-fim-da-babilonia-tecnotronica-de-zbigniew-brzezinski/

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_World_Order_(conspiracy_theory)
Note that Russian Revolution(1917)as one nation communism(Stalin)was a conspiracy
to make outer enemy against western capitalism ally(Rockefeller & Roschild) in order
to eliminate inner conflicts.The global revolutionist Trotsky was assasinated(1940).

As the consequence,western richer nation people accepted capitalism because communism
nations seemed poorer without liberty.Ofcourse the global capitalist's the most fear
is global red revolution.Therefore one nation communist Stalin tyrany had been being
secretly supported by the westerns.Note that,in nowdays,some communists are friendly
with the western capitalism ally. American rights has been hating Rockefeller because they
once had been friendly with communists.This is an upside down deception technology
in conspiracy world.Evidenlty the most wealthy Rockefeller's most fear is American
becoming communists.In these sense,both some rightists and some leftists has been
cozy with the global capitalists ally.They need severe self-exmamination,because,
there has been no time than now when the world,encoutering unprecedental crisis in
livlihood,aspires a revolution in recognition and in action on this world.
NONE DARE CALL IT CONSPIRACY by Gary Allen with Larry Abraham(1971).
⑷NONE
http://www.captaincanadacrusades.ca/articles/none-dare-call-it-conspiracy%5B1%5D.pdf
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<<reference by Japanese edition "Insider", Shinichi,Yuasa,Taiyou shuppan,1984>>
<p49/98>A clique of American financiers not only helped establish Communism in
Russia,but has striven mightily ever since to keep it alive.Ever since 1918 this clique
has been engaged in transferring money and,probably more important,technical
information,to the Soviet Union.This is made abundantly clear in the three volume
history Western Technology and Soviet Economic Development by Antony Sutton.Sutton
shows conclusively that virtually everything the Soviets possess has been acquired
from the West.It is not much of an exaggeration to say that the U.S.S.R. was made
in the U.S.A.

ca
n Economy Collupse.
⑸Unprecedental Ameri
America
can
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/rampant-unemployment-the-death-of-th
e-middle-class-22-facts-that-prove-the-working-class-is-being-systematically-wip
ed-out

Total Monetary Assets
According to finacial account principle,Tatal Debts
Debts＝Total
Assets.
It's a zero sum theorem.You could confirm it.Someone's debt must surely be someone's
asset.There is no debt without lender.There is no bond without borrower.Those are
accurate one to one mapping betwen debtors and lenders.The world biggest debt nation
USA could not be without financial collupse.Very unfortunately,almost nations had
accumulated those debts into government who is only function for saving people in
emergent non-governmental economy collupse.Those are upside down !!!.
Except in case of causing super-inflation,without elimination of wealthies,debts
never can be eliminated.That is,people is to become without substantial paper money.
It's a world where people only do eat and sleep.Though it might save the world ?!.
Possibly what America would become might be what the world would become.
Lehmann Bankrapcy(2008) and the Climate Change Emergency(2007).
⑹Lehmann
Arctic ice lid surface recorded lowest in 2007,which threatened climate science world
to worry on ”Methane Catastrophe in Arctic
Arctic”⑺-⒜.On their behind,also the money
world having silently been concerning with the Climate Change might have been warned
the fatality.As the consequnece,some of their clique had detemined own collupse,which
USA the most debt nation was
was to realize as the Lehmann Bankrapcy. At that time,USA
substantially bankrupcy,however the declaration was necessary for the actual
initiation. Mentioned above are all author's inference by related facts.
⑺Methane Catastrophe in Arctic and very Necessity of the Global Unite.
Because more than 80% CO2 reduction for saving this planet is evidently impossible
without the global strongest unite
unite.The catastrophe possibility is also evident.
http://www.planetextinction.com/
http://www.zero-carbon-or-climate-catastrophe.org/
http://www.beyondzeroemissions.org/
http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injustice.pdf
If current temperature rise trend would goes on,Arctic ice lid would disappear
in a decade and heat transfer into zundra and sea shellves would cause dangerous huge
methane eruption within decades,which would have become no return(heat feedback
causing catastrophe).Hence time for rescue is not so much.

⒜Risk of abrupt or irreversible changes Anthropogenic warming could lead to some
impacts that are abrupt or irreversible, {p53(31/52)}...IPCC,2007.
http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar4/syr/ar4_syr.pdf
⒝Prediction report of ice cover diminishing in 2013 in Arctic.
http://www.beyondzeroemissions.org/2008/03/24/Dr-Wieslaw-Maslowski-ice-freesumme
r-arctic-2013-or-sooner-loss-of-reflectivity-non-linear
Animation of Arctic sea ice concentration(Jan 2003 to date; AVI format, ~ 20 MB)
http://www.iup.uni-bremen.de:8084/amsr/amsre.html
⒞"No one can say right now whether that will take years, decades or hundreds of years,"
she said. But one can not rule out sudden methane emissions.
http://www.spiegel.de/international/world/0,1518,547976,00.html
⒟See p49/51.
http://cdf.u-3mrs.fr/~henry/presentations/hydrates_paris6.pdf
⒠What will climate change do to our planet? :This is our future - famous cities are
submerged,a third of the world is desert,the rest struggling for food and fresh water.
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/science/article1480669.ece
⒡Unexpected rise in global methane levels.
http://www.nature.com/climate/2009/0904/full/climate.2009.24.html
Summary for Arctic Methane Melt-UP Catastrophe Possbility.
⑻Summary
⒜☞⑹⒝Prediction report of ice cover diminishing in 2013 in Arctic.
⒝The recent 390ppm CO2 causes surplus heat input for the global temperature rise
＝(0.03～0.04℃/years≒0.035℃/y) is called radiative forcing(RF)＝1.6W/m².
total global surface heat input/year＝1.6W/m²x5.12x1014m²x3600x24x365s＝2.56x1022J/y
☞:Earth heat capacity＝energy for 1℃ rise＝(2.56x1022J)/0.035℃＝7.3x1023J/℃.
This is equivalent to sea depth≒600m of all the oceans.
⒞Methane 3000MtC/(total reservior≒540～1000GtC) release causes 1.6W/m²(RF).
Methane is not 20 times,but is 70 times more potent than CO2.This amount methane
release is considered catastrophic,because it doubles temperature rise trend
(≒0.07℃/y).Temperature rise since 1750 is told 0.85℃.

＊M≡106,G≡109.

⒟Recent study reveals 200MtC/year release in Arctic.
If Arctic white ice lid was disappeared in summer,direct solar heat input into the
black ocean and land,which was to accelate Arctic warming. We are to run through danger
mine field thereafter. Evidently now world with huge carbon emission has been toward
hell of suicide with overwhelming momentum the capitalism worship.As is convinient,
but is fatal wrong worship,so we could turn it in our collective minds.

